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6 The dynamics of liminaliŅ in
Estonian mires

Piret Pungas and Ester V su

Introduction: a theoretical perspective on the liminaliŅ of
mires

From the socio-cultural perspective, humans have always been in need of bound-
aries - either between individuals, groups and cultures, or more generally
between culture and its 'other' (e.g. 'nature'). In cultural semiotics boundaries
are not rigid barriers but more akin to membranes that selectively allow the
exchange between 'inside' and 'outside' realms, and therefore become zones
rich in distinct significant phenomena (Lotman 2001: 131-142). Boundaries are
also crucial in biological systems, where they enable evolution and growth from
the micro ļevel of cells up to the macro ļevel of ecosystems (cf. Hoffrneyer and
Faverau 2009). Boundaries and edges also characterize the dynamics of land-
scapes (Olwi92005; van de Noort and O'sullivan 2005: 83).

one way to conceptualize boundaries in cuļture is through liminaliŅ, which
is eŅmologically (from Latin Įimen) a spatial term referring to a'threshold'. A
liminal place is situated in bętween two (or more) distinct environments, yet
cannot be identified with either of them.r A threshold may be a place with more
or less distinguishable borders, but it may likewisę be an imaginary in-between
place that unites different social statuses, which, from the historical perspective,
are created through human practice, often in the form of rituals. ln this chapter
we approach the mire as a place related to both ecological and social liminality,
an in-between environment for multiple biological reasons that are mutually
related to different cultural practices, beliefs and values.

From the anthropological viewpoint, liminaliŅ means 'being-on-a-threshold', it
is 'a state which is betwixt-and-betu/een the normal, day to day cultural and social
states and processes ofgetting and spending, preserving law and order, and register-
ing structural status' (Tumer 1979 (1971):465). According to this view, a liminaļ
place exists only inasmuch as it is related to particular cultural practices (e.g. differ-
ent kinds of initiation rituaļs or 'rites of passage', as introduced by Amold van
Gennep). These practices, norns and values are related to liminal places; they are
considered to be clearly distinct from the routines and rules of everyday life.

LiminaliŅ can be revealed not only from the spatial, but also from the tempo-
ral perspective. Since ļiminal time is not controlled by the clock, it is a time of
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Introduction: a theoretical perspective on the timinality of
mires

From the socio-cuļtural perspective, humans have always been in need of bound-
aries - either between individuals, groups and cultures, or more generally
between culture and its 'other' (e.g. 'nature'). In cultural semiotics boundaries
are not rigid barriers but more akin to membranes that selęctively allow the
exchange between 'inside' and 'outside' realms, and therefore become zones
rich in distinct significant phenomena (Lotman 2001: l3l_l42). Boundaries are
also crucial in biological systems, where they enable evolution and growth from
the micro level of cells up to the macro level of ecosystems (cf. Hoffineyer and
Faverau 2009). Boundaries and edges also characterize the dynamics of land-
scapes (olwig 2005; van dę Noort and o'Sulļivan 2005: 83).

one way to conceptualize boundaries in culture is through liminality, which
is etymologically (from Latin limen) a spatial term referring to a 'threshold'. A
ļiminal place is situated in between two (or more) distinct environments, yet
cannot be identified with either of them.ļ A threshold may be a place with more
or less distinguishable borders, but it may likewise be an imaginary in-between
place that unites different social statuses, which, from the historical perspective,
are cręated through human practice, often in thę form of rituals. In this chapter
we approach the mire as a place related to both ecological and social liminality,
an in-between environmęnt for multiple biological reasons that are mutually
related to different cultural practices, beliefs and values.

From the anthropological viewpoint, liminality means 'being-on-a-threshold', it
is 'a state which is betwixt-and-bet\ryeen the normal, day to day culturaļ and social
states and processes ofgetting and spending, preserving law and order, and register-
ing structural status' (Tumer 1979 (1971):465). According to this view, a liminal
place exists only inasmuch as it is related to particular culturaļ practices (e.g. differ-
ent kinds of initiation rituals or 'rites of passage', as introduced by Arnold van
Gennep). These practices, norĪns and values are reļatęd to liminal places; they are
considered to be clearly distinct from the routines and rules of everyday life.

Liminality can be revealed not only from the spatial, but also from the tempo-
ral perspective. Since liminal time is not controlled by the clock, it is a time of
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enchantment when anything might, even 'should, happen (Tumer 1979
(19'77):465). Although Victor Turner dęscribes liminaliŅ primarily as a statę of
temporary change, a transition that is characteristic ofcertain phases in the ritual
process, it is also possible to consider liminality in space or in the social status of
human beings as 'the state of more-or-ļess permanent "outsider-hood"' (Trub-
shaw 1995) (examples of which are various marginal persons such as witches,
healers, shamans, diviners, mediums, priests, etc.).

Furthermore, 'through liminality anthropology has found it possible to focus
conceptually upon such phenomena as marginality , alterīty, rebellion, ostracism,
subaltemity, pollution, eccenfricity and deviance' (Rapport and Overing
2000: 229). Thus liminaliŅ as a social phenomenon is rather rich in examples
and the multiplicity of ways in which someone may be considered to belong to
cultural 'borderļines' remind us, in turn, of the importalcę of the distinction
between centre and periphery of social space. Although the distinction and the
dynamics between the two have been interpreted in various different ways, one
almost universaļ rule may be recognized _ those cultural groups or individuals
who are significantly different from the ones belonging to the centre were settled
on the periphery and were thereby marginalized. In different periods, the
accepted norms of behaviour for moving from the boundary to cęntrę have been
different (Lotman 2001: 140-141), although it should be remembered that not all
liminal places (especially those created in certain rituals) are socially marginal
and not all socially marginal places are liminal (cf. van de Noort and O'Sullivan
2007).

However, in this chapter we want to conceptualize liminaliŅ not just as a
social phenomenon; we also wish to šhed light on Estonian mires as a particular
kind of liminal or hybrid environment that is neither mineral land nor water, 'a
continuum between terra and aqua' (Howarth 2001: 65). The mire is a liminaļ
ecosystem due to excessive water and because of this it lacks nutrients, the
ground is soft and the landscape may disorient the visitor. Īlowever, for human
beings liminality may seasonally diminish in the mire (at least in the temperate
zone). During winter and early spring mires form a useful bridge that madę thę
distances to be travelled shorter. During wartnęr SęaSonS mires may be very dif-
ficult to cross, but different species of berrięs still attract people to visit them.
This leads us to the various cultural practices and beliefs that may appear
because of the liminaliŅ of the environment.

The particular ecological conditions and the abundance of mires in Estonia
have influenced local life and cultural beliefs. Examples of this are provided by
heritage that refers to mires (proverbs, foļktaļes, etc.), the consideration of mires
in Estonian literature, and many mire-related activities that have transformed
them and human beings too, to a larger or smaller extent over the centuries. Thus
a study of mires as liminal environments allows for a simultaneous study of dif-
ferent social liminalities and the variegated borders within culture. Our study is
based on differęnt empirical Sources. We have used the archives of the Estonian
National Museum (ERM) for the correspondents' responses to questiomaires on
gathering (Sion 1947; Pärdi 1983) and on winter roads (}-oosalu and Konsin

Dynamics of Įiminality in Estonįan mįres 89

1982)'2 The answers to the inquiry carried out by Piret Pungas in200Ļ200'/3 are
aĮso usęd. This data is supplemented by several refęrences to examples dęrived
from thę folklore archivesa of the Estonian Literary Museum and examples from
Estonian literature.

For our analysis we proceeded from the expanded treatrnent of liminaliŅ,
introduced above, as the general theoretical framework - this covers ecological
and social, spatial and temporal dimensions. These different aspects of liminaliŅ
are juxtaposed in our research to embodied practices and knowledges that con-
stitute places for human beings (Ingold 2000'2009).It is through the examina-
tion of changes in thę various mire-related practices and knowledges that we
come to understand the shifting meanings of liminality of wetlands in Estonian
culture.

We argue that the Estonian mire is a liminal landscape, and that the dynamics
of this liminality depend on sociaļ and economic formations, changing value
judgments, knowledges and practices. The purposes of the paper are to (1)
analyse both ecological and cultural reasons that turn mires into liminal places;
(2) study the natural factors and human practices and beļiefs that are conductive
of this liminaliŅ, and (3) Survey some of the more relevant cultural practices
that have transformed the liminaliw of mires.

Mire as a borderland in nature and socieŅ

In general, due to its geographical location and characteristic ecosystems,
Estonia may be considered a borderland in the sense that 'here there are many
transitional regions of different Ųpes of natures and cultures, for which reason
the concentration of different borders (geological, geographical, biological and
cultural) is larger in Estonia than in many other places in the world' (Kull 20Ol).
Due to the flat topography, a varieŅ of glacial formations and humid temperate
climate, Estonia is rich in inland wetlands - mires, wet forests and grasslands.
According to the Ramsar Convention Secretariat Q006),'wetĮands are areas of
marsh, fen, peatland or water, whether natural or artificial, permanent or tempo-
rary, with water that is static or flowing, fresh, brackish, or salt including areas
of marine water, the depth of which at low tide does not exceed six meters,. This
same source definęs mire as a peatland where peat is constantly forming and
accumulating. According to Masing et aĮ. (2000) almost 2|.5 per cent of Esto-
nian territory (45,000km'?) is covered with mires.

Translating the term mire into Estonian, the general term soo appears to be
the best interpretation, as well as the Finnish peat-based soils, caļled suo (cf'
Tanskanen 20ll). The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines mire as wet spongy
earth (as of a bog or marsh); heavy, often deep mud or slush; or a troublesome or
intractable situation ('found themselves in a mire of debt').s There are, of course,
other words in English (such as bog, swamp, fen, marsh) that refer more prę-
cisely to different Ņpes of mires.

The general development of mires in Estonia can be divided into three
main stages (Valk 1988). The first stage is a fęn. Fen peat is usually black or
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black-brown and the remains of plants are highly decomposed. Mire birches,
willows, Sedges and reed are Species characteristic to groundwater-fed fens. Thę
fen then evolves into transitional mire as the peat layer thickens. Both fen and
bog species are present in transitionaļ mires. The bog is the final stage of mire
development, in which all nutrients are derived from precipitation. The peat
layer is So thick at the bog Stagę that the mire Surface is usually higher than the
Surrounding areas, forĪning domes or raised plateaus' Characteristic plant species
in bogs are sphagnum mosses Ģphagnum),pine (Pinus syĮvestris), cotton-grass
(Eriophorum vaginatum) and cranberry (oxycoccus paĮustris). Distinct ecolo-
gical boundaries ęxist inside the mire itself, and between its different Stages of
development, in which the most notable indicators of the transfer are different
plant species. In addition, borders can be noticed in the micro-reļief as well,
wherę the concentration of water or peat leads into different and specific places
- to bog pools, lakes in the mire, hollows, mire hills, edges of the bog, mire
turfs, etc.

From the human perspective, the more specific borders within the mire are
perceivable by those who enter the mire. However, without a specific reason,
Estonians have avoided mires and have only gone there for hunting, berry-
picking or have used them as winter roads. As an unfamiliar environment, mires
infused people with greater feelings of uncertainŅ than the more frequently
visited forest, and the former was often associated with supernatural forces
(Hiiemäe 1988:223).

An unfamiliar environment that is not treated as one's own is frequently a
basis for hearsay and myth. In general, one can assume that mire-related folklore
has bęen quite widespread in Estonia, but until today, very little of it has been
preserved and recorded. Thus the amount of mire-related data in the folklore
archives of the RKM and ERM, recorded during the Soviet era, is scant. On the
one hand' miręs were considered to be relatively useless at the time, worth some-
thing only when drained. The second reason was the emphasis placed in folk-
loristics on genres (e.g. folk tales, local myths) that relegated the social aspect of
the subject matter (such as when, to whom and how folk tales were told) to the
background. The most charactęristic tales about mires to be found in the Esto-
nian Folklore Archives (ERA) are tales about the creation of mires (e.g. RKM II
4,53011 (ll)), mythic creatures (ERA II 242,209/11 (l)).and folktale-style
measuring of the depth of bog pools (ERA lI 38,502 (102). The archives of
ERM also include replies from correspondents on gathering and on winter roads
established in mires.

Although it was possible to pick berries and hunt for prey in mires, it was
perceived as relatively unproductive land that occupied extensive territories.
Thus there developed a firm ambition (and a need, since the population had
increased) to push the boundaries ofusable lands on the expense ofthe unusable,
that is, mires. This culminated with the development of artificial drainage
SyStemS in mires. According to Paaļ and Leibak (20||), nearly 70 per cent of
mires in Estonia are currently affected by drainage (approximately one million
hectares) that was established for agriculture, foresŅ and mining.

Dynamics of ĮiminaĮity įn Estonįan mįres 91

Today, mires are appreciated in the ecological context - they are recognized
as an important habitat for many globally endangered plant and animal species,
such as eagles and large camivores. 'As a remnant of fast-receding wildness,
wetlands are the landscape equivalent of extinct or endangered species'
(Howarth 2001: 66). In addition to their ecological valuę, natural mires are
known to accumulate carbon (Salm, et aĮ.2009), balance river and flood systems
(Masing, et aĮ. 2010), and provide a remarkabļe area for hiking and walking.
Arguably, mires have been discovered to represent ecological values and their
wilderness has been turned into a tourist attraction, spiced with cultural phenom-
ena due to its ecological liminality.

Factors contributing to the ecological and social liminality of
mires

From the ecological point of view, the mire is a complicated area for human
beings to livę in, in which the central roļe for human activities and attitudes is
determined by the abundance of water. Rules that are in effect on mineral land
are no longer valid in mires, yet the rules of water are not yet valid, either. This
marginal status and a certain ambiguity for the outside perspective has influ-
enced people's perception: 'for thousands of years, the human attitude toward
wetlands was consistently negative: they were read as dangerous, useless,
fearful, filthy, diseased, noxious'(Howarth 200l:58). In what folļows, we
present the ecologicaļ factors of miręs that have turned them into both ecologi-
cally and socially liminal landscapes.

Vegetative growth in mires ļoses its connection with groundwater aS the fen
turns into a bog, the plants can no longer acquire minerals except from dust and
precipitation; bog water becomęs increasingly acidic. The poveĄ of nutrients in
raised bogs leads to an impoverished and undersized vegetation. The latter, in its
turn, opens up the landscape (comparable to moorlands of scotland and Ireland,
the subarctic region in thę Northern Hemisphere, etc.). Thus raised bogs are, due
to their poor nutrient value, ecologically more liminal than fens, which are still
relatively rich in nutrients, since plant life can acquire minerals from the ground
water; at the same time, however, for human beings fens are much more difficult
to travęrse due to their thick scrubs and carrs, and their sods'

In Estonian folktales, the poor n trient value of mires is ręflęcted in proverbs
in which the analogy of mires in a description of something cultural usually has
negative connotations, sincę the fertiliŅ of the ļand was the primary source of
Sustęnance. one of the more common expressions related to mires, ,omadega

rappa minema' ('to get mired in') primarily means that an activity has ended up
somewhere from which one can no longer proceed further (i.e., a dead end).
Poor nutrient value is also characterized by the following proverbs: maasįkas eį
kasva rabasoos - ('strawberries do not gro\ļi in swamps') - since strawberries
require nutritious soil, this proverb says that as long as the environment is infer-
tile one should not expect much to grow in it. The saying 'kus mcigi, seaĮ m įs,
kus kiingas, seaĮ k rts, talud soo ja raba sees'('a manor on top of a mountain, a
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tavern on top of a hiļl, but farmsteads in bogs and Swamps') refers to living
places divided according to economic wealth. The proverb 'Įage soo _ Įagund
regi, joobnud naene - nutja Įaps' ('bare Swamp _ broken sledge, drunkęn
woman - crying child') indicates that since not even trees grow in mires, there is
no money to repair the sledge, and that a woman who drinks is bad for the welĻ
being of childręn. 'Rįkkal hea raba peaĮgi eĮada' ('Rich people livę weļļ even in
bogs') means that those who have money can survive even in the harshest of
conditions. The saying 'ega paĮk soo pddĮ eį kasva' ('salaries/tree trunks do not
grow in bogs', a play on the homonym of paĮk) refers to a poor growth environ-
ment wherę neither income nor timber grows.

The softness, the threat of sinking in - due to low oxygen content, peat forms
from incompletely decomposed and sedimented plant remains, soaked in water,
and it is springy and oory under the soles. Legs sink into the ground to a greater
or lesser extent, and this (occasionally entirelyjustifiably) could pose the risk of
drowning. For this reason, walking in a mire requires certain skills that must be
acquired through immediate bodily experience - one must know the mire and
how to move around in it, the techniques for moving on the springy and unstable
surface do not fęel the Sįme aS moving on solid ground, and there is a continu-
ous Search for baļance ihrough an active interaction between the body and thę
environment (cf. Ingold 2008).

In Estonian literary history, there are nļļmerous references to the frightening
nature of mires; one of the more representative ones is the foilowing:

Į am Įost in a bog. Įt's evening. ... There are bĮinking Įights. ... Swaying . . .

the swamp sways aĮready severāĮ footsteps ahead. You can't stay in the
same spot for more than a mįnute, otherwįse the thįn Įayer of grass will rip
apart under the feet and Į wiĮĮ faĮĮ _ into heĮĮ. ... Confounds! How firm the

footing įn the Ltnembourg gardens įn Pąris is right at this very moment. Do
they over there hqve any inkĮingthąt there are bogs intheworĮd?

(Luts 1914: 16)

Disorienting - for someone unfamiliar with the mire, it may look monotonous.
Bare bogs have aļmost no landmarks, whereas the scrubs in f,ens block all visual
objects from sight; in addition, the trees growing there are usually too slender for
Someone who has become lost to climb up and Ę and find a landmark con-
nected to human habitats. For centuries, people have become lost in mires;
people tęll different stories about getting lost, and some of these stories are stiļl
published in the media.

In ordęr to avoid getting lost, signs created in the natural environntent were
used as navigation aids, for instance: '...somę tree-branches were broken, or
some other signs were made on trees or ground, in order to come back with their
aid. In case of separation, people hooted at each other' (KV 11, 127-130). ln
addition, people sometimes brought their own cultural signs to the mire, often
associated with various beliefs: 'Whęn somebody got lost, they would spit
into their palm and then strike the spit with the other hand's finger; whatever
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direction the spit jumped, there you would go' (KV 77,85-39) or.But when
people got lost, a woman must put the skirt on inside-out and a man must put the
hat on inside-out. This way you could get back to your own people, (KV':.1,
2s29).

Bęcause of these disorienting factors, mires could also become refuges for
social outcasts and others from local communities. In Estonian culture, mires
traditionally have negative connotations, but for those marginal in a socieŅ it is
precisely the mire environment that could turn into a safe refuge because of the
ecological characteristics described above. In earlier times, serfs escaped into
mires to get away from hostile landlords, young men escaped from conscription
(in the nineteenth century' Russian military sęrvice lasted for 25 years), and from
wars; people who were special in some respect - healers, witches, hermits -
found thęir residęnce in mires. Refugees who knew the layout of the surrounding
mires used the danger of sinking and of getting lost for escaping from enemies,
since enemies were usually foreign and hence unfamiliar with the terrain. Mires
thus became 'transitional zones' (How arth 2001: 6344) for refugees, a tempo-
rary hideout that occasionally turned into a permanent abode, in which a suitabļę
place for living was found, such as swamp islands.

In Estonia, even fortifications were built onto mires, such as the castrum
Soontagana, approachable only by a single secret road, built on top of poles
rammed into the bog. 'The one who faiļed to notice the signs would step off the
track and sink' (Saal l92l). Hanso (1977: 670) describes the origin of the
ancient settlement in the mire in the foļļowing Story:

More than 300 years ago, the Sindi baronfiogged a sĮqve girĮ. The swain of
the Įass lost hįs seĮf-controĮ, grabbed an axe ąnd knocked the baron uncon-
scįous. The consequences of the deed wouĮd have been dįre. Axe įn hand,
the Įad rąn into theforest and no-one saw hįm ever sįnce. ... It was beļįeved
that the young man kiĮĮed hįmseĮf or perished in the depths of theforest. Yet
he was not made of soft timber' After becoming Įost for a tįme įn the dense
thįckets between mįres ... hefinaĮly reached a Įarger and higher hiļlock. ...
over time, the man built himseĮf an abode on that hilļ ... secretĮy, he
brought hįs sweetheart backwith himfrom Sįndį, and somehow managed to
acquire some grain seeds and some ļįvestock. Thus dįd the new Įife begin.

The more liminal the landscape, the more onę traversing it must know local cir-
cumstances in ordęr to survive; one needs to bę skiļled in reading topographic
and other signs. The most important mire-dwęļlers of the past century werę par-
tisans, for whom mires provided political refuge after the Second World V/ar.
For example, in the Alam-Pedja bog near the River Emaj gi, severaļ partisans
hid themsęlves in l949_1955, as has been recalled by Linda Reinhoļd, the wife
ofone ofthe partisans (Püttsepp 2003).

People capable of reading the local landscape may be termed existential insid-
ers (Relph 1974). For example, there is validiŅ in the knowledge that particu-
larly soft spots, into which one can sink, are covered with bright green sphagnum
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moss. It is of course relevant whether someone who has ended up in the mire by
accident notices this or is capable of distinguishing between the colours of
mosses. The responses to research cond cted by Pungas (2006-2007, see note 3)
made it clear that aS an emotion, fear of sinking and getting ļost in mires is still
prevalent, but the boardwalks now built into mires that make moving easier have
aļleviated these fears considerably.

Liminality is often accompanied by the supernatural, with many strange crea-
tures living in mires. In the ERA the following mire-related phenomena and
creatures are to be found: nixies (ERA II 230, 42112 (4)), will-o'-the-wisps
(ERA II 293, l8l9l (1 l)), skeletons (ERA tt 220, 8213 (29)), souls of rhe dead
(koĮĮ or bogEl originally referred to the soul ofa dead person in ancient Fenno-
Baltic languages) (ERA IĪ 240, 5819 (2'7)), revenants (ERA ĮI 241,32415 (5)),
snake kings, spooks, and others.

In the Estonian folk tradition mires were bewitched places where weird things
could happen. 'The didactic of folk traditions used its modes of description for
considering threats that in fact lay in wait for the inexperienced swamp-visitor'
(Hiiemäe 1988:-223). According to folk beliefs, a Supernatural experience had a
central role in descriptions of mires, meaning that fairies and tricksters were not
only discussed abstractly, but the beliefs were supplemented with descriptions of
personal experiences (cf. Va[k 1999:486487). For example: 'woodcutters had
to cross a bog located between T ruvere and Kuningvere. Returning home, one
man became hungry, found a slice of bread in the bog, ate half of it and dropped
the other haļf. The next day, therę was half of the neighbour's dead cat where
the bread had been. The man fell ill and died.' (ERA l| 250, 3 ļ l (3)' Another
strategy for avoiding mythical creatures or for staying on their good side is the
tradition of bringing a piece of 'fairy bread' with you if you entered an unfamil-
iar forest or mire (KV 7'7,3 l-38).

Unlike other mythical phenomena, there are several scientific explanations for
the existence of will-o'-the wisps, one of the more frequently mentioned 'crea-
tures' in folk stories. According to one theory, the blue or greenish light seen in
swamps is caused by the burning of swamp gases that seep to the ground as a
resuļt of decaying, fermenting or rotting organic matter. Faint and stationary
pockets of fire in the darkness of nature may also be bioluminescent algae or
fungi. Glow-wofins have also sometimes been regarded as will-o'-the-wisps. It
has also been opined that will-o'-the wisps that move about and are similar to
globes of light are in fact naturaļ phenomena, such aS ball lightning.

Today, traditional tales from Estonian folklore about tricksters and othęr
supernatural cręatures are used to encourage mire visitation, rather than to warn
about the dangers of swamps. The media has turned the former mythical swamp-
dwelling creatures into bugbears whose purpose in mires is to teach and instruct
children through edutainment. Research conducted in 2006-2007 indicates that
for contemporary respondents thesę stories and beliefs still exist in their collect-
ive memory; they affirmed that one can end up in a vicious circļe in a mire (that
is, one keeps going around in circles, unable to get out of the swamp) or meet
fairies, nixies, ogres, trolls, will-o'-the-wisps and souls of the dead.
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LiminaliŅ in mires and changing cultural practices

Although mires in general have had a ļiminal status in the history of Estonian
national culture, each particular mire has its own distinctive features both in its
geography and in mire-reļated practices, which can occasionally reduce its
liminaļ character. In what follows, we wish to present a brięf overview of five
practices (gathering, navigating through bogs, drainin g, peat mining and recrea-
tion) that, to a greater or lesser extent, have influenced the natural and cuļtural
functioning of the mire. Hunting and herb-gathering have been left out of the
practices to be considered, since berry-picking already presents an example of an
ancient practice that has had a relatively Įow impact on mire landscapes.

Thę abundance of mires and forests in Estonia has preserved the role of gath-
ering as providing additionaļ food for centuries' Yet

more widespread berry-picking only began during the late nineteenth, early
twęntieth century, when merchants started to take forest produce to St.
Petersburg and to other cities in thę Baltic region. Cranberries, cowberries
and blackberrięs were the main items to be transported.

(Luts 1998: 158)

According to the replies provided by the correspondents of the ERM, there were
some noteworthy rules associated with berry-picking. The respondents referred
to manor lands as the grounds for gathering bęrries, and to strict prohibitions
associated with it. For example, gathered berries must be shared with the land-
ļord. For this reason, trips to the forests and mires were oftęn done in secret.
Evading the prohibition was widespread _ people stoļe from manor lands, but
not from farmstead woods. If one was caught by the forester while stealing from
the manor woods, the fate of the mushroomer or berry-picker depended on the
whims of the particular landlord and forester. The most common punishment
was to give away the pickings. In worse cases, secret berry-picking could be
punished by flogging. Manor lands were nationaļized in 1920 and werę divided
up among the farmers. Farmers went berry-picking on their own lands, asked
permission from others or went in secret.

During the Soviet regime, after the nationaļization of the land in l940s,
picking forest berries - especially cranberries - became a widespread colļective
activiŅ. For this purpose, organized transportation was often provided by larger
institutions and during the season there were special trains and buses, and even
ferries subsidizedby the state that took people to mires and forests. It was both a
subsistence-economy addition to the table during the conditions of Soviet deficit
economy, and an opportuniŅ to spend leisure time (Piiri 2006: 6344). In the
early 1990s, after Estonia had regained independence, gathering wild berries
diminished due to decreasing purchase prices, the deficiency of sugar, and later
also because of the improvement in people's living standards and thę estabļish-
ment ofconsumer socieŅ (cf' Paal 1999: 131-140)' According to a Survey con-
ducted by the Estonian Institute of Economic Research (2010), gathering wild
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berries and preserving them for private use was still a significant activiŅ of
alternative food consumption in Estonian households in 2009. Today, gathering
also provides a possibility for active recreation for urban inhabitants.

In addition to gathering and hunting, mires have provided seasonal opportun-
ities for navigating through otherwise inaccessible landscapes and establishing
tęmporary infrastructure. For centuries, the abundance of mires has hindered the
construction of roads, yet up until the middle of the last cęntury there was a
curious network of roads in landscapes that were otherwise inaccessible and
impenetrable. The network of winter roads and its accompanying infrastructure
(such as tavems) shortened the distances to be traveļled, made an otherwise
'passive period' of a year (Pungas et aĮ.2005) more 'active'. and for a long time
created a unique travelling culture. Winter roads are a charactęristic example of
the changing seasonal liminality of the landscape and temporary practices related
to mires that bļock human ways of transpoftation during other seasons (cf.
Ingold 1993; Olwig 2005).

Winter landscape could act both as an obstacle or as support for the move-
ment of people or animals (Palang et aĮ' 200'7 1l); the frost builds natural
'bridges' in othęrwise impassable and dangerous lands (Lehari 2005: 124).
Winter roads can only be located at places where the soil is frozen over, where
the snow endures yet where snowdrift does not usually cover the tracks. For the
local inhabitants, choosing the right places for winter roads and being able to
navigate through them presumed a specialized knowledge that was inherited
from generation to generation (Kask 1992).

Today, all that remains of former winter roads are trails perceivable from
aerial photographs, tavern ruins and data from historicaļ archives that 'translate'
this history for visitors on educational trails. Former winter roads have been used
for creating educational trails, and some former tavem buildings have been
restored and modernized for the pirrposes of nature education. Hikers are taken
into mires and, as an exotic means of transportation, snow shoes are often
provided.

while the above mire practices have had a limited impact on transforming
mires, mire draining, peat mining and many other amelioration works of the past
century have entirely altered the appearance of many Estonian mires. The main
reason for digging drainage systems was to drain off excessive water in order to
expand the amount of arable land and to increase its fertiliŅ. In 1908, the Baltic
Mire Improvement SocieŲ (Tartu BaĮti Sooparanduse Selts) was founded in
Tartu for the purpose of providing scientific assistance on drainage methods and
systems to farmers and landlords (Sepp 2001: 9). Human labour was gradually
replaced by machines and the extent of the drainage systerĪ}s increased rapidly
during the twentieth century, especially after the Second World War.

In addition to intensive economic pressure, the nature protection movement
became active with respect to mires. The environmentalists started an informa-
tion campaign about the importance of mires by publishing articles in the maga-
zjne Eesti Loodus (e.g. Masing 1968; 1970). ThiŅ mire reserves were founded
in 1981, covering 122,189 hectares in total. The activities of this movement were
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later referred to as the 'mire wars'. As Valk (1988: 5) put it: 'due to generations
of human activiŅ, the time is now past when miręs were seen aS nothing but ter-

riįring wetlands where bugbears roam'.
In addition the natural importance of mires, peat mining and gathering, a new

branch of economy - natuĪe tourism _ has appeared, commodifying the recrea-
tional value of mires. Due to their varied liminat characteristics, mires are land-
scapes that stimulate all of the sęnses and provide bodily engaging and even
challenging experiences, especially for urban inhabitants. During the past 30
years, the importance of mires for hiking routes and educational trips has
increased. For example, the Soomaa National Park is present on the website of
the European Destination of Excellence (EDEN).6

A new infrastructure has been designed to replace former winter roads -
boardwalks that aid in designating courses and reduce the softness and danger-
ousness of the soil, making trips into mires more secure and less liminaļ.
Boardwalks buiļt on public lands are accessible to all, as long aS proper ruļes of
conduct arę foļlowęd. In order for visitors to experience a cļoser connection to
mire landscapes, officiai and independent berry-picking and year-round snow
shoe trips are organized.

In general, the information provided during organized trips is predominantly
educational in nature (e.g. the development of mires, descriptions of plant and
animal species) (Pungas et aĮ. n.d.)' During the past decade, however, the
number of tales and myths drawn from the cultural heritage of mires has
increased, from textbooks to talks by guides and plaques on educational trails.
Some of thę mire-related tales are drawn from different archives in Estonia or
have been heard from elderly locals, some of the stories are also made up, and
thus rely on the imaginary and invented cultural heritage. The heritage and tales
that are passed on usually serve sęveral purposes - through stories, they try to
turn the swamps as liminal landscapes into more familiar ones, and to provide
the unknown mire landscape with places that the stories refer to; to simpliį geo_
graphical information and to make it easier to acquire; to make miręs more excit_
ing, more mysterious, so that the liminal status of mires can be preserved at least
in tales.

Thus contemporary nature tourism and nature protection makes the liminaliŅ
of mires antithetic - people go to the mires more frequently, yet at the same time
their contact with the mire is not particularly immediate, since most mire visitors
(with the exception of berry-pickers) use boardwalks. The liminaliŅ of mires is
thereby reduced. The stories that are now told about mires attempt to preserve
this liminaliŅ, with some tales trying to make them even more liminal than they
really are.

Conclusion

This chapter has examined different ecological and culturaļ reasons that tum
Estonian mires into liminaļ landscapes, and the workings of the different interac-
tive dynamics of these reasons during the past few hundred years. The dynamics
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of liminality are most fruitfully revealed by focusing on folk traditions, remem-

brances, stories derived from literature and replies provided by respondents

about mires, aļl of which brought out people's value judgments, knowledges and
practices.

Changes in the meaning of mires over timę have been reļaįęd to different con-

ceptions of thęir value. Until the mid-twentieth century, mires were thought to
be useļess and frightening places that ļack fertile lands and where people may
ļose their way or drown; one had to carefully Survey their surroundings and be
prepared to meet supernatural beings. No one ęntered the mire without reason
(which incļuded gathering, hunting, and use of winter roads). The terriįing tales

that made mires into even more alien places in the eyes of the people were often
probably invented by the adults and told to children to prevent them from wan-

dering into the mire alone, since one can indeed become lost or drown there.

At the same time, marginal social groups - slaves, partisans, war refugees -
turnęd mires into places for their own use and saw the liminal characteristics of
mires as a refuge. Their fear of alien, negative experiences overcalnę thęir fear
and contempt of mires. They learned to read the signs of mires and with this the

apparent chaos (i.e. neither land nor water) for the outsiders (such as enemies)

became, for the people living in the mire, order and regularity, in which one

couļd move and even live. Thus mires as generally peripheraĪ places for a society
became for socially marginal and rejected people a natural part of everyday life,
used as a shelter of social freedom.

From the mid-nineteenth century, attempts have been made to reduce the area of
mires as landscape unsuitable for agriculture and tum it into mineral land - mires

were drained and peat was used for fuel and as bedding for animals. Mire draining
continued until the second half of the twentieth century, when scientists began to

emphasize the great importance of mires for nature preservation, and the formęr
wasteland turned into an ecologically valuable landscape that required protection.

The liminal properties of mires and their heterogeneous multisensory experience
today allow the mires to be usęd as attractive destinations for recreation.

At the same time, the popularization of mires and their easy access to every-
one alters the liminaliŅ of this landscape. Mires are advertised by the organizers
of nature tourism aS Some of the few remaining exampĮes of pristine wilderness,
and there is frequent desire to experience mires as this kind of wild and singular
place. At the same time, one must guarantee a safe passage through the mire for
people unfamiliar with it - for this purpose, boardwalks have been built in mires,

which allow for a better planning of mire usage and protection. As a result, the
liminal and mysterious characteristics of mires have been reduced, and in order
to preserve this, people have again tumed to the cultural heritage, adding to it, if
needed, contemporary fi ctions and imaginations.
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Notes

I Our usage ofthe concept ofplace and the distinction between place and glvironment is

derivedīom the worįs olthe anthropologist Tim Ingold (2000;2009). From the

human perspective, a place is always actively experienced, and human activities are

inseparäble from the natural environment. The concept of environment refers to the

natural conditions in which humans and other organisms live.
2 In 1931, the Estonian National Museum (ERM) established a network of correspond-

ents. The mission ofthe correspondents is to provide replies to the questionnaires sent

out by the ERM. The present paper makes use of the replies to questionnaire no. 43.

(on ihe gathering of mushrooms, berrįes, nuts and other vegetative foods). composed

by V. Sion in 1947, questionnaire no. 168 (Gathering of berries, mushr.o.oms and nuts)

composed by H. Pardi in 1983 and questionnaire no. 167 (īl/inter roads) composed by

J. Loosalu and K. Konsin in 1982.
3 Inquiry .What do you think about mires' among the Estonian population (n=616) is a

part oiPiret Pungās' doctoraļ dissertation. The purpose ofthe inquiry was to study the

tnowledge of contemporary Estonians about mires as natural habitats. its usages, value

judgmenĮ and beliefJ associated with mires. The inquiry 9o_v9red 
all of the counties in

"pst 
nia; respondents were between ages seven and 75. Of the respondents, 64.9 per

cent \įere fėmale, 26.2 per cent were male. while 8.9 per cent chose not to indicate

gender. The written inquiry was carried out in different public places (e.g. trains, librar-

ies, etc.).
4 The manuscripts in the Estonian Literary Museum are divided into several collections.

named after tĖe person or institution that organized the given colļection. The reference

accompanying eäch piece offolklore indicates its location in the folklore collection and

its oriģin. Acronyms are used in this paper to refer to the folĮowįng sources:

ERA - folklore collection ofthe Estonian Folklore Archives (1927-1944)
RKM - folklore colļection of the Department of Folklore in the Estonian Literary
Museum
ERM - Estonian National Museum Archives
KV - written thematic narratives in the Correspondents Archives' in the Estonian

National Museum

5 Merriam-Webster Online: www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/mire (accessed l2
May 201l).

6 European bestination of Excellence (EDEN). Soomaa National Park (Estonia)'. httpJl
ec.europa. eu/enterprise/sectors/touri smi eden/themes-destinationsi countries/estonia.i

soomaa./index_et.htm (accessed 12 May 201l).
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7 The Sands of Dee
Estuarine excursions

Les Roberts

Come friendĮy bombs. ..
(John Beģeman)

Decoys, oblivion, modern nature

During the Second world war the port city of Liverpool on the Mersey Estuary
was the target of frequent bombing raids by the Luftwaffe. The ciŅ,s strategic
importance meant that Liverpool and nearŅ locations such as Bootle and Birk-
enhead suffered some of the heaviest bombing in the uK, second only to London
in the scale of its devastation and human tolr. As part of military efforts to miti-
gate the impact of the bombing, decoys were established on and around the
win'al peninsula, including several at locations on the Dee Estuary. The most
northerly of these was situated on Hilbre, one of the three rocky islands at the
mouth of the estuary. others included Heswalļ decoy, designed to trick the Luft-
waffe pilots into thinking they were bombing the north dockļands area of Liver-
pool, and, further south along the wirral side of the estuary, Burton Marsh
decoy, which was a decoy for Garston Docks in the south of Liverpool. During
the hours of darkness this flat expanse of marshland, stretching oui towards the
mud flats and river on the far side of the estuary in North wales, was trans-
formed into a littoral space of perfornance. Rigged up with poles, wires, eļectric
lights and bonfires the marshland terrain, with its tangle of gullies and ponds,
reflected the dance of ilļumination up into the night sky, creating the smoke and
mirrors illusion of a populous industrial landscape plunged into incendiary
chaos.r

If the aerial perspective framęd an ostensibly cartographic space of illusion,
views of the marshland decoy obtainabĮe at ground levęl were of a landscape
reconstructed (re-staged) as mįse-en-scėne. Indeęd' in the absence of photo-
graphic evidence it is as a film set that this historical spectacle offers itself up to
the imagination: a space of artifice that couļd just as węll have been presided
over by Michael Powell and Emeric pressburger (of whom more later) as by a
military strategist. The allusion to cinema in relation to the bomb decoys is ren-
dered all the more persuasive by the fact that these 'fieļds of deception, were

in liminal space


